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SESSION 06: READINGS 
 
Corporate Identity Design: making a tip for the brand’s iceberg 
 
Hi class! This sixth session is the last of this subject’s first block, dedicated to see how 
designers can help marketing professionals. In the first three sessions, we’ve explored digital 
product design at some length and with an emphasis on usability. Then we “zoomed out” to 
acquire the service design perspective, and later we reflected on how design can be used for 
persuasion and behavioral influence. The final session of this block will be devoted to how 
design can contribute to build a brand –that elusive concept that is so immaterial and yet can 
contain such enormous value. 
 
 

 
I would like to credit brand strategist Alex Pallete  

for his input and inspiration on the structure and approach of this class. 
 
 

 
“A rose by any other name…” 
 
In 1971, a young entrepreneur asked a graphic design student called Carolyn Davidson to 
create a brand for him –some distinctive mark to put in a new product.  
 
Davidson showed her client some alternatives and after some deliberation, he selected one.  
“I don’t love it”, said the client, “but I think it will grow on me”. She invoiced 35 US dollars for the 
job, which were promptly payed. 
 
The client’s name was Phil Knight. The company, Blue Ribbon Sports. The new product was a 
football boot called “the Nike”. The mark was later called “the Swoosh”. 
 
Forty-three years after, Nike’s brand is valuated at more than 20 billion US dollars by 
Brandirectory. 
 
Was Carolyn Davidson a genius? Not necessarily. All Davidson did was creating a recognizable 
shape that acted as an empty vessel to Nike’s forty years of doing business in a coherent way: 
of showing a coherent purpose, a coherent behavior, and a coherent identity. For decades, Nike 
has been consistently fulfilling one promise: inspiring and empowering the athlete in everyone. 
And the humble Swoosh has been consistently there each one the promise was uttered and 
delivered. As a result, each time one of us sees the Swoosh, we barely see its intrinsical 
qualities –that swerving, ascending trajectory–, but the bunch of positive and negative 
perceptions that we have come to associate with the brand, from Michael J. Fox riding a 
hoverboard in Back to the Future II to Vietnamese children sewing footballs in sweatshops. 
 
How does this magic happen? Because a brand is formed in the minds of consumers when a 
company has a clear reason to exist (a brand purpose), exhibits a recognizable, coherent way 
of doing things (a brand behavior), and consistently/coherently presents itself to the world with a 
distinctive set of verbal, visual, and other sensory signals (a brand identity). 
 
Exploring these elements of a brand is the purpose of this session. 
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Guiding text 
 
This session’s main reading is a chapter of “The Big Book of Marketing” authored by Landor 
Associates, one of the largest branding consultancy firms. It is a good summary of brand 
building and brand design, and we will allude to several fragments of this text throughout the 
session. Only the fragments we will cite are required reading, but I recommend a cursory 
reading of the whole text: 
 
S06R01 - Landor - The essentials of branding.pdf 
 
What is a brand? 
 
As Landor’s text explains clearly in page 2, a brand is both something that a company does (by 
exhibiting consistent behavior and identity set in motion by a purpose), and something that is 
created in people’s minds (as a set of associations that are triggered by a product, service, or 
company). Let’s analyze how a brand is created. 
 
Purpose: We all need one 
 
Many of you may already have seen this RSA Animate video: “Drive: The surprising truth about 
what motivates us” (11 minutes, optional watching): 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u6XAPnuFjJc 
 
Psychologist Viktor Frankl told it decades ago: “Life is never made unbearable by 
circumstances, but only by lack of meaning and purpose”. And it happens the same with 
organizations. Simon Sinek, author of the book “Start with Why”, puts it clearly in this 18-minute 
TED talk: “How great leaders inspire action” (required watching): 
 
http://www.ted.com/talks/simon_sinek_how_great_leaders_inspire_action.html 
 
It happens the same with brands. In the last years, the concept of “brand purpose” is surpassing 
“brand promise”, “brand idea” or “brand personality” in importance as the foundation of a brand. 
Read this brief article about the importance of brand purpose and its power to drive innovation 
(required reading): 
 
http://www.sustainablebrands.com/news_and_views/blog/compelling-brand-purpose-must-
guide-radical-innovation 
 
In pages 8 to 12 of Landor’s text, you can see other more classical approaches to setting a 
brand’s strategic foundation, along with a brief mention of the important concept of “brand 
architecture” (how a brand portfolio in a complex company is structured). 
 
Behavior: Putting your money where your mouth is 
 
Carl Jung said: “You are what you do, not what you say you’ll do”. Purpose gives you a soul and 
provides you with intent, but behavior (guided by purpose) is the only way you effectively 
change your environment. 
 
Many authors agree that one of the indispensable conditions for a successful brand promise is 
that it must be fulfilled, always. The set of associations that will be created in consumer’s minds 
when thinking about the brand will not only be made out of declarative elements such as name, 
logo, packaging… but also out of its history, its reputation, and the sum of positive and negative 
experiences it delivers. Remember that text in Session 04 in which I told that service design is 
more important for differentiation than a fancy logo? This is because brand behavior is the 
content with which the (nearly) empty vessel of brand identity will be filled. 
 
Professor Edward Boches had an interesting conversation with Doc Searles, co-author of The 
Cluetrain Manifesto, about the subject (required reading): 
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http://edwardboches.com/a-brand-isn%E2%80%99t-what-a-brand-says-a-brand-is-what-a-
brand-does-2 
 
Needless to say, making brand behavior coherent with brand purpose is a survival condition for 
any brand. That’s why the brand foundation (it doesn’t matter if you call it “brand promise”, 
“brand purpose”, or whatever) can not be defined just aspirationally –it must rest on solid truths 
about who you are, what you do best, and what you strive to do, no matter the circumstances. 
And relentless support from topmost management to sync behavior with brand purpose is 
paramount for brand sustainability.  
 
An infamous example: Page 12, and pages 30 to 34 of Landor’s text, are devoted to one of their 
most ambitious and expensive brand identity projects: the one for British Petroleum (BP). 
Problem is, no matter how good is the work of the brand consultancy, if the company’s behavior 
is inconsistent to the brand’s foundation, all that work can go down the drain. Remember BP’s 
Deepwater Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico? Please read these two brief articles on how 
BP’s inconsistence between its brand values and brand behavior caused a virtually irreversible 
damage to the brand (required reading): 
 
http://tenayagroup.com/blog/2010/06/23/brand-lessons-from-the-bp-oil-disaster/ 
 
http://blogs.hbr.org/hbsfaculty/2010/06/the-bp-brands-avoidable-fall.html 
 
Identity: The important but somewhat overrated tip of the branding iceberg 
 
Let’s take for granted that we have a consistent behavior, guided by a well-defined, 
differentiated purpose. We need to give people a “shortcut” for it, a symbol (in the broad, 
semiotic sense) that makes a reference to it. And that symbol (or, strictly speaking, that set or 
system of symbols) must be recognizable among the myriad of consistent symbols that populate 
the market’s perception spaces. This is where brand identity is needed.  
 
Cartoonist Randall Munroe illustrates the need of brand identity with his characteristic ironic wit 
(required watching): 
 
http://xkcd.com/993/ 
 
There are some staple elements to brand identity that nearly all brands use: verbal brand 
identity (name, brandline or tagline, tone of voice), visual brand identity (logotype, symbol, 
visual language), and other, less used, sensory identity elements (sound signature, aroma). 
 
First, please read pages 13 to 22 of Landor’s text for an introduction to verbal, visual, and 
sensory branding elements. 
 
If you want a deeper take at the intricacies of naming, you can have a look at the process of 
Igor International verbal branding consultancy (optional reading): 
 
http://igorinternational.com/process/igor-naming-guide.pdf 
 
Paul Rand, author of such enduring visual identities as those for IBM, ABC, or Westinghouse, 
beautifully reflected on the qualities of a good visual identity, and its arbitrary versus intrinsic 
properties (required reading): 
 
http://www.paul-rand.com/foundation/thoughts_logosflags/#.UWxiEitmVt3 
 
Application of a brand identity: Consistency and coherence 
 
A brand identity must be applied consistently to the artifacts of all touchpoints (for the sake of 
using service design terminology) for it to create a lasting impression and be associated to the 
brand behavior. Branding as a phenomenon that happens in the consumer’s minds (the binding 
of brand identity to brand behavior) depends so much on consistency, that a dreadful brand 
identity, if used consistently, can be associated to a good brand behavior, and thus acquire so 
much value that it would do no good to “improve” it. 
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An extreme example of this was discovered by Martin Lindstrom, author of the book “Buyology”, 
when he found out in an fMRI study that “Smoking kills” warning labels in cigarrete boxes 
effectively triggered the craving response in smokers (required reading): 
http://www.neurosciencemarketing.com/blog/articles/tobacco-warnings.htm 
 
This is why businesses worldwide devote great efforts to apply their brand identities 
consistently. Brand identity style guides, application manuals, and brand guardians watch for 
proper use of the brand identity elements. You have a good collection of brand identity 
documents in this website (optional browsing): 
 
http://www.logodesignlove.com/brand-identity-style-guides 
 
Of the examples collected here, I’d ask you to have a close look at EasyGroup brand manual, a 
brief and effective way to convey a simple, solid brand identity and brand architecture (required 
reading): 
 
http://www.easy.com/PDFs/easyGroup_Brand_Manual.pdf 
 
Then again, obsessive consistence in brand identity can deprive a brand of flexibility and 
latitude of expression to adapt to different audiences and circumstances. As Alex Pallete says, 
“consistency is about making it look the same every time; coherence is about always surprising 
people with something new, but for the same reason”. Consistency in brand identity elements 
leads to a “matching luggage” feel that can look manufactured and unauthentic, whereas 
coherence is about standing faithful to the brand’s purpose even at the expense of consistence. 
“The way to manage brands is coherence, not consistency”, says John Grant in “The Brand 
Innovation Manifesto”. This article from Matt Steel reflects on this quite current theme of 
coherence versus consistency in brand application (optional reading): 
 
http://www.metagramme.com/writing/building-brands-breathe 
 
Epilogue: Digital brand building in the digital world 
 
“Great brands are no longer the ones that are the best storytellers, but the ones with the best 
stories being told about them” - David Verklin, former CEO, Canoe Ventures 
 
Before adjourning the class, we should give some consideration to how brand building in the 
digital landscape inevitably is not anymore a matter of unidirectional messaging, but the result 
of a social construction, in which consumers have an increasingly important role. This interview 
with Gareth Kay is a good take on the subject (required reading): 
 
http://www.google.com/think/articles/brand-new-with-gareth-kay.html 
 
 
And with this final text, we end this session’s reading. Thanks for your attention! 


